Riya* (pictured above and on front cover) was rescued in 2009 when she was just 16 years old. Since then, she has completed both her secondary schooling and her Diploma in Mechanical Draftsmanship with first class. IJM facilitates therapeutical, educational, vocational and social support programmes to rehabilitate and restore survivors of sex trafficking to a life of dignity and honor.

INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE MISSION is a global organisation that protects the poor from violence throughout the developing world. IJM partners with local authorities to rescue victims of violence, bring criminals to justice, restore survivors & strengthen justice systems.
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560+ survivors rescued from sex trafficking
80+ survivors currently receiving aftercare services from IJM
87 convicted for trafficking related crimes

IJM MUMBAI: PROGRESS SINCE 2000
How IJM Mumbai Combats Sex Trafficking

RESCUE VICTIMS
We rescue victims by identifying brothels, hotels and other locations where women and young girls are being exploited. We partner with local police in Mumbai and across Maharashtra to rescue the victims and ensure that each survivor is treated with dignity and respect.

BRING CRIMINALS TO JUSTICE
We bring criminals to justice by helping build strong cases against the brothel owners, managers and pimps so that anti-trafficking laws are enforced. We support prosecutors at every step of the legal trial process and advocate for fair sentences that reflect the crime as defined by Indian Law.

RESTORE SURVIVORS
We restore survivors by walking closely with every young woman from the night she is rescued to the day she will complete our aftercare program - often years later. We partner with local aftercare homes that offer safe housing, education and job training. IJM social workers develop treatment plans for each survivor focusing on physical health, trauma counseling, personal security and economic self-sufficiency so she can truly thrive in freedom.

STRENGTHEN JUSTICE SYSTEMS
We strengthen justice systems by working hand-in-hand with investigating agencies, social workers and the judicial system. We partner with local government agencies to provide training that educates officials on trafficking and how to prevent, identify and prosecute the crime.
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STRENGTHEN JUSTICE SYSTEMS

IJM has initiated a project to train stakeholders in the public justice system as set out in the Maharashtra State Plan of Action. Through collaboration with local stakeholders and local police, IJM is in the process of training 10,000+ police officers during the year 2015. The purpose of this training is to educate and sensitize law enforcement officers about issues concerning sex trafficking and commercial sexual exploitation. The training also offers scope for police officers to understand the impact which law enforcement procedures have on the victims of sex trafficking.

MUMBAI is India’s largest city with 22 million people and the commercial, financial and entertainment capital of the country. It is also home to one of Asia’s largest red-light districts. Every year, scores of girls are trafficked across state borders and from Nepal and Bangladesh to Mumbai. Traffickers prey on young women without support networks, selling them to brothels where they are exploited in the commercial sex industry. Sex trafficking is a violent crime; IJM has met survivors who were beaten, starved or forced to use drugs and alcohol. Some have shared that they were raped more than a dozen times in a day.

Our vision for our beloved city is that each of its daughters would be free to live in nothing less than unadulterated freedom. We long for the day when we can proudly declare, along with countless other committed organizations and stakeholders, that the streets which were once plagued with the sexual exploitation of innocent victims are finally trafficking free zones.

Sanjay Macwan, IJM Mumbai Field Office Director
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REGION WHERE IJM HAS TRAINED +150 OFFICIALS
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THE PROBLEM • SEX TRAFFICKING

1.2 MILLION CHILDREN are exploited in India’s commercial sex trade.1

Human trafficking generates $150 BILLION a year globally.2

35.8 MILLION PEOPLE are estimated to be held in slavery worldwide.3

1 child goes missing every 8 minutes in India. Nearly HALF are never found.4

6,643 convictions on crimes against children in 2014 in India4

89,423 reported crimes against children in 2014 in India4

130,925 crimes against children still pending trial by end of 2014 in India5

---

1 WalkFree, 2 Indian Central Bureau of Investigation, 3 ILO, 4 National Crime Records Bureau, 5 IJM